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Lanham Associates Named to 2016 President’s Club for
Microsoft Dynamics
-Microsoft recognizes Lanham Associates for outstanding performanceNorcross GA, August 29, 2016: Lanham Associates, a Microsoft Gold Certified ERP ISV
(Independent Software Vendor), has been named to the 2016 President’s Club for Microsoft®
Dynamics™. This achievement is a direct result of Lanham Associates’ outstanding dedication to
customer satisfaction through the delivery of innovative business solutions.
President’s Club honors high-performing partners for their commitment to customers, which is
reflected in their business success and growth. This prestigious group represents the top 5 percent
of Microsoft Dynamics partners worldwide. Membership is granted based on their continual,
committed efforts aimed at offering solutions that meet the needs of their customers.
“We’re honored to be named to the 2016 President’s Club for Microsoft Dynamics. Delivering
quality supply chain solutions and cultivating satisfied customers have always been priorities for
us,” said Lanham Associates COO, Mary Lanham.
This recognition of President’s Club for Microsoft Dynamics came during Microsoft Worldwide
Partner Conference (WPC) 2016, the annual premier partner event, which took place July 10-14 in
Toronto, Ontario. WPC provides the Microsoft partner community with the opportunity to learn
about the company’s road map for the upcoming year, establish connections, share best practices,
experience the latest product innovations and learn new skills.
“Each year we recognize and honor Microsoft Dynamics partners from around the world for
exemplary performance,” said Frank Holland, Corporate Vice President, Microsoft Business
Solutions Sales & Partners. “The award-winning partners clearly demonstrate their dedication to
their customers’ business success through their exceptional commitment and expertise. Microsoft
is honored to recognize Lanham Associates for their achievements this past year and for their
dedication and support of Microsoft Dynamics applications.”
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Lanham Associates specializes in supply chain solutions built directly inside Microsoft Dynamics
NAV. With 2200+ companies and more than 110,000 users worldwide depending on its supply
chain solutions and services, Lanham prides itself in creating and implementing quality software
that improves customers’ business processes by streamlining operations, cutting costs and
increasing overall productivity.
About Lanham Associates
Experts in NAV and distribution since 1997, Lanham Associates creates best-of-breed supply chain
solutions which provide business value to middle market distributors. Lanham’s supply chain
solutions are all built directly inside Microsoft Dynamics NAV software, which allows customers to
manage their supply chains with seamless simplicity by keeping all of their data right at their
fingertips in their own business systems. There are no tedious customizations or integrations with
external sources, and no new user interfaces to learn. Lanham holds the distinguished "CfMD”
(Certified for Microsoft Dynamics) product certification on all of its Supply Chain solutions. Visit
www.lanhamassoc.com for more information.
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